Dynamical linked cluster expansions are linked cluster expansions with hopping parameter terms endowed with their own dynamics. This amounts to a generalization from 2-point to point-link-point interactions. We develop an associated graph theory with a generalized notion of connectivity and describe an algorithmic generation of the new multiple-line graphs . We indicate physical applications to spin glasses, partially annealed neural networks and SU(N) gauge Higgs systems. In particular the new expansion technique provides the possibility of avoiding the replica-trick in spin glasses. We consider variational estimates for the SU(2) Higgs model of the electroweak phase transition. The results for the transition line, obtained by dynamical linked cluster expansions, agree quite well with corresponding high precision Monte Carlo
Introduction
Linked cluster expansions (LCEs) have a long tradition in statistical physics. Originally applied to classical fluids, later to magnetic systems ( [1] , [2] , [3] and references therein), they were generalized to applications in particle physics in the eighties [4] . There they have been used to study the continuum limit of a lattice Φ 4 field theory in 4 dimensions at zero temperature. In [5, 6] they were further generalized to field theories at finite temperature, simultaneously the highest order in the expansion parameter was increased to 18. Usually the analytic expansions are obtained as graphical expansions. Because of the progress in computer facilities and the development of efficient algorithms for generating the graphs, it is nowadays possible to handle of the order of billions of graphs. The whole range from high temperatures down to the critical region becomes available, and thermodynamic quantities like critical indices and critical temperatures are determined with high precision (the precision is comparable or even better than in corresponding high quality Monte Carlo results) [6] - [9] . An extension of LCEs to a finite volume in combination with a high order in the expansion parameter turned out to be a particularly powerful tool for investigating the phase structure of systems with first and second order transitions by means of a finite size scaling analysis [10] .
Linked cluster expansions are series expansions of the free energy and connected correlation functions about an ultralocal, decoupled theory in terms of a hopping parameter K. The corresponding graphical representation is a sum in terms of connected graphs. The value of K parametrizes the strength of interactions between fields at different lattice sites. Usually they are chosen as nearest neighbours, but also more general, less local couplings lead to convergent expansions ( [11] and references therein) under appropriate conditions on the decay of the interactions. In contrast to the ultralocal terms of a generic interaction we will sometimes refer to hopping terms as non-ultralocal.
In this paper we develop dynamical linked cluster expansions (DLCEs). These are linked cluster expansions with hopping parameter terms that are endowed with their own dynamics. Such systems are realized in spin glasses or partially annealed neural networks with (fast) spins and (slow) interactions [12] - [14] . They also occur in variational estimates for SU(N)-gauge-Higgs systems as we will show later in this paper. Like LCEs they are expected to converge for a large class of interactions.
Formally DLCEs amount to a generalization of an expansion scheme from 2-point to point-link-point-interactions. These are interactions between fields associated with two points and with one pair of points called link. The points and links are not necessarily embedded on a lattice, and the links need not be restricted to nearest neighbours. We develop a new multiple-line graph theory in which a generalized notion of connectivity plays a central role. Standard notions of equivalence classes of graphs like 1-line irreducible and 1-vertex irreducible graphs have to be generalized, and new notions like 1-multiple-line irreducible graphs must be defined in order to give a systematic classification. We describe algorithms for generating these classes. This is essential, since the number of graphs rapidly increases with the order in the expansion parameter. It typically exceeds the number of LCE-graphs by more than an order of magnitude.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we specify the models that admit a DLCE. We introduce multiple-line graphs and explain the idea behind the abstract notions of multiple-line graph theory. Detailed definitions of multiple-line graphs , related notions and the computation of weights are given in section 3. Section 4 treats the issue of renormalization in the sense of suitable resummations of graphs. Algorithms for their generation are described in section 5. Applications to spin glasses and (partially annealed) neural networks are indicated in section 6. There it is of particular interest that DLCEs allow for the possibility of avoiding the replica trick. In section 7 we present results for the transition line of an SU(2) Higgs model. These are obtained by DLCEs applied to gap equations that follow from convexity estimates of the free energy density. The results are in good agreement with corresponding high precision Monte Carlo results [15] . Section 8 contains a summary and outlook.
The reader who is more interested in our actual applications of DLCEs may skip sections 3-5 in a first reading. These sections are of interest from a systematic point of view and essential if he is interested in applying DLCEs.
A Short Primer to DLCEs
In this section we first specify the class of models for which we develop dynamical linked cluster expansions. Next we illustrate some basic notions of multiple-line graph theory, in particular the need for a new notion of connectivity.
By Λ 0 we denote a finite or infinite set of points. One of its realizations is a hypercubic lattice in D dimensions, infinite or finite in some directions with the topology of a torus. Λ 1 denotes the set of unordered pairs (x, y) of sites x, y ∈ Λ 0 , x = y, also called unoriented links, and Λ 1 a subset of Λ 1 .
We consider physical systems with a partition function of the generic form 
with non-ultralocal couplings v(x, y) = v(y, x) = 0 only for (x, y) ∈ Λ 1 , in particular v(x, x) = 0.
For later convenience the normalization via N is chosen such that W [0, 0, 0] = 0. The field φ(x) is associated with the sites x ∈ Λ 0 and the field U(l) lives on the links l ∈ Λ 1 , and we write U(x, y) = U(l) for l = (x, y). For definiteness and for simplicity of the notation here we assume φ(x) ∈ R and U(l) ∈ R. In our actual applications φ is a 4-component scalar field and U an SU(2)-valued gauge field, or φ and U both are Ising spins, or the φs are the (fast) Ising spins and the Us ∈ R the (slow) interactions. The action is split into two ultralocal parts, S
• depending on fields on single sites, and S 1 depending on fields on single links l ∈ Λ 1 . For simplicity we choose S 1 as the same function for all links l ∈ Λ 1 . We may identify Λ 1 with the support of v,
The support of v(x, y) need not be restricted to nearest neighbours, also the precise form of S • and S 1 does not matter for the generic description of DLCEs, S • and S 1 can be any polynomials in φ and U, respectively. The only restriction is the existence of the partition function. In one of our applications S
• will be a φ 4 -type theory with O(N) symmetry, S 1 consists of a term linear or quadratic in U. Note that the interaction term v(x, y) φ(x) U(x, y) φ(y) contains a point-linkpoint-interaction and generalizes the 2-point-interactions v(x, y) φ(x) φ(y) of usual hopping parameter expansions. The effective coupling of the φ fields has its own dynamics governed by S 1 (U), the reason why we have called our new expansion scheme dynamical LCE.
Dynamical linked cluster expansions are induced from a Taylor expansion of W (H, I, v) = ln Z(H, I, v) about v = 0, the limit of a completely decoupled system. We want to express the series for W in terms of connected graphs. Let us consider the generating equation
Here < · > denotes the normalized expectation value w.r.t. the partition function of Eq. (1) . Subscripts H(x) and I(x, y) = I(y, x) = I(l) denote the derivatives of W w.r.t. H(x) and I(x, y), respectively.
Next we would like to represent the right hand side of Eq. (6) in terms of connected graphs. Once we have such a representation for the first derivative of W w.r.t. v, grapical expansions for the higher derivatives can be traced back to the first one.
For each W in Eq. (6) we draw a shaded bubble, for each derivative w.r.t. H a solid line, called a φ-line, with endpoint vertex x, and for each derivative w.r.t. I a dashed line, called a U-line, with link label l = (x, y). The main graphical constituents are shown in Fig. 1 . Two φ-lines with endpoints x and y are then joined by means of a dashed U-line with label l, if the link l has x and y as its endpoints, i.e. l = (x, y). According to these rules Eq. (6), multiplied by v(x, y) and summed over x and y, is represented by Fig. 2 . Note that, because of the Taylor operation, each solid line from x to y carries a factor v(x, y).
Since the actual need for a new type of connectivity is not quite obvious from Fig. 2 , because Eq. (6) does not contain higher than first order derivatives w.r.t. I, let us consider a term 
occurring in the second derivative of W w.r.t. v(x, y), v(r, s). According to the above rules this term would be represented as shown in Fig. 3a . While the 2 vertices in the last term of Fig. 2 are connected in the usual sense via a common (solid) line (the dashed line with an attached bubble could be omitted in this case), the graph in Fig. 3a would be disconnected in the old sense, since neither x nor y are line-connected with r and s, but -as a new feature of DLCE graphs-the lines from x to y and from r to s are connected via the dashed lines emerging from a common bubble shown in the middle of the graph. As we see from Fig. 3a , we need an additional notion of connectivity referring to the possibility of multiple-line connectivity. While the analytic expression is fixed, it is a matter of convenience to further simplify the graphical notation of Fig. 3a at v = 0. Two possibilities are shown in Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c . To Fig. 3b we later refer in the formal definition of the new type of multiple-line connectivity. In the familiar standard notion of connectivity two vertices of a graph are connected via lines. The vertices are lineconnected. Already there, in a dual language, one could call two lines connected via vertices. The second formulation is just appropriate for our need to define when two lines are connected. The corresponding vertices mediating the connectivity of lines are visualized by tubes, in Fig. 3b we have just one of them. The tubes should be distinguished from the former type of vertices represented as full dots which are connected via bare φ-lines. In Fig. 3c we show a simplified representation of Fig. 3b that we actually use in graphical expansions. The derivative terms have to be evaluated at v = 0. For v = 0 we have a decomposition of W according to
and
In Eq.s (9,10) we have omitted any single site or single link dependence, because we assume that S • and S 1 are the same for all x ∈ Λ 0 and l ∈ Λ 1 , respectively. Therefore, at v = 0, the only non-vanishing derivatives of W are
but mixed derivatives w.r.t. H and I vanish. As anticipated in Fig.s 3b and 3c , for v = 0 we replace the dashed bubbles and graphically distinguish between bubbles with φ-lines and bubbles with U-lines. We define
for a connected n-point vertex with n ≥ 1 bare φ-lines emerging from it and
for a connected ν-line consisting of ν bare lines. If ν = 1, we often omit the dashed line. If the bare lines of a ν-line are internal φ-lines, they get vertices attached to their endpoints, if they are external U-lines, no vertices will be attached.
Let V denote the lattice volume in D dimensions. The Taylor expansion of W about v = 0 to second order in v then reads
where we have used that v(x, x) = 0. For each W in the products of W s we now insert Eq.s (11), (12) . If we choose v in a standard way as next-neighbour couplings
withμ denoting the unit vector in µ-direction, Eq. (15) becomes in a graphical representation at H = I = 0
For clarity, here we have written explicitly the topological symmetry factors and the lattice embedding numbers. (Usually graphs represent their full weights including these factors.) Note that the first two graphs of the second order contribution also occur in a usual LCE with frozen U-dynamics, the next two differ by an additional dashed 2-line and the last one becomes even disconnected without the dashed line.
As usual, graphical expansions for correlation functions, in particular susceptibilities, are generated from W (H, I, v) by taking derivatives w.r. 
In passing we remark that the conventional LCE is included as a special case of the DLCE, if the U-dynamics is "frozen" to some value U 0 = 0, so that
i.e., no n-lines do occur with n > 1. In this case it becomes redundant to attach dashed lines to bare lines. As mentioned above, in an LCE only the first three contributions would be left in Eq. (17).
3 Graphical expansion
Multiple-line graph theory
The definition of a multiple-line graph as it will be given here is adapted to the computation of susceptibilities, where the sum is taken over all possible locations of the fields. The definition easily generalizes to correlation functions. For details of the standard definiton of graphs in the framework of linked cluster expansions and related notions we refer e.g. to [4, 5] . Here, for convenience, we briefly recall the very definition of a graph to point out the new properties of multiple-line graphs as defined below in this section.
A (standard LCE) graph or diagram is a structure
where L Γ and B Γ = ∅ are disjoint sets of internal lines and vertices of Γ, respectively. E Γ is a map
that assigns to every vertex v the number of external lines E Γ (v) attached to it. Finally, Φ Γ is the incidence relation that assigns internal lines to their two endpoints.
A multiple-line graph or multiple-line diagram is a structure (25)
that assigns to every vertex v the number of bare external φ-lines E 
that assigns to every multiple line m the number of external U-lines E (The bar implies unordered pairs, the prime the exclusions of (v, v), v ∈ B Γ .) As in the standard linked cluster expansion, self-lines are excluded. Every bare internal line is then mapped onto its pair of endpoints via
We say that v and w are the endpoint vertices of l ∈ L Γ if Φ Γ (l) = (v, w). If there is such an l ∈ L Γ , v and w are called neighbours. Similarly, Ψ Γ is a map
that maps every bare internal line to a multiple line. A multiple line m ∈ M Γ is composed of bare internal lines l ∈ L Γ which belong to m in the sense that
is the total number of bare internal lines belonging to m. With
, m is called a ν-line. We always require that ν ≥ 1. On the other hand, every bare internal line belongs to one and only one multiple line. For simplicity we often identify a 1-line with the only one bare line that belongs to it.
Next we introduce some further notions that will be used later. External vertices are vertices having external φ-lines attached,
whereas internal vertices do not, B Γ,int = B Γ \ B Γ,ext . Similarly, external multiple lines have external U-lines attached, 
is the total number of bare lines attached to v.
Some topological notions and global properties of graphs will be of major interest in the following. A central notion is the connectivity of a multiple-line graph . Recall that we want to consider the DLCE expansion of the free energy and of truncated correlation functions as an expansion in connected graphs. As indicated in section 2, the main generalization compared to the common notion of connectivity of a graph which is required here is that an additional type of connectivity is provided by multiple-lines. To define the connectivity of a multiple-line graph Γ, Γ first is mapped to a (standard) LCE graph Γ to which the standard notion of connectivity applies. There are various equivalent ways to define such a map. We choose the following one.
• For every multiple-line m ∈ M Γ define a new vertex w(m). Let B Γ = {w(m)|m ∈ M Γ } and define B = B Γ ∪ B Γ as the union of the vertices of Γ and the new set of vertices originating from the multiple-lines.
• For every bare internal line l ∈ L Γ define two new internal lines l 1 , l 2 and incidence relations
where v 1 and v 2 are the two endpoint vertices of l. The set of all lines l 1 , l 2 , for all l ∈ L Γ , is denoted by L.
• Define the external incidence relations
Having defined the standard LCE graph Γ for any multiple-line graph Γ, we call Γ multiple-line connected or just connected if Γ is connected (in the usual sense). In Fig. 4 we have given two examples for a connected (upper graph) and a disconnected (lower graph) multiple-line graph . The next important notion is the topological equivalence of two multiple-line graphs . Two multiple-line graphs
are called (topologically) equivalent if there are three invertible maps
Here • means decomposition of maps, and
A symmetry of a multiple
The number of these maps is called the symmetry number of Γ. We denote by G E 1 ,E 2 (L) the set of equivalence classes of connected multipleline graphs with L bare internal lines, E 1 external φ-lines and E 2 external U-lines. Furthermore we set 
It represents the leading term of the susceptibility
and is given by
. The index c in (45) stands for truncated (connected) correlation.
By removal of a ν-line m ∈ M Γ we mean that m is dropped together with all bare internal lines and all external U-lines that belong to m. This notion is explained in Fig. 5a . (It is used in section 4 for 1-lines to define 1-particle irreducible (1PI) and 1-line irreducible (1LI) multiple-line graphs .)
On the other hand, by decomposition of a ν-line m ∈ M Γ we mean that m is dropped together with the external U-lines of m, but all bare internal lines that belong to m are kept in the graph, being identified now with 1-lines. This notion will be used below to define 1MLI and renormalized multiple-line moments. It is illustrated in Fig. 5b .
Similarly, decomposition of a vertex v ∈ B Γ means to remove the vertex v and to attach the free end of every line that entered v before to a new vertex, a separate one for each line. This notion is used to define 1-vertex-irreducible (1VI) and renormalized vertex moments for multiple-line graphs . For an example see 
Susceptibilities and weights
In the last section we have defined multiple-line graphs and the notions of connectivity and equivalence of such graphs. The definition is chosen in such a way that the series expansions of the free energy and of truncated correlation functions are obtained as a sum over equivalence classes of connected multiple-line graphs . The number L of bare internal lines of a multiple-line graph Γ counts the order in the expansion parameter v(x, y) to which Γ contributes. If v(x, y) is of the form
with N (x) any finite x-dependent set of lattice sites, the contribution of Γ is a multiple of (2K) L . Often used special cases are the nearest neighbour interactions
and the uniform interaction
which is used in models of spin glasses and partially annealed neural networks.
Susceptibilities of the φ and U fields will be represented as
with lattice volume V and dimension D. Similar representations hold for higher moments µ. The weight w(Γ) of a multiple-line graph Γ ∈ G E 1 ,E 2 (L) is given as the product of the following factors
where n = t B Γ (v) is the total number of bare lines attached to v.
• for every multiple line m ∈ M Γ a factor
where
, that is m is a ν-line, • a factor 1/S Γ , where S Γ is the topological symmetry number of Γ,
• a factor counting the permutation symmetry of external φ-lines,
• a factor counting the permutation symmetry of external U-lines,
• the lattice embedding number of Γ, which is the number of ways Γ can be embedded on a lattice of given geometry, e. g. on a hypercubic lattice. To this end, the vertices of Γ (if any) are placed onto lattice sites. One arbitrary vertex is placed at a fixed lattice site, in order to account for the volume factor 1/V in (49). A priori there is no exclusion principle. This means that any number of vertices can be placed at the same lattice site. (This is sometimes called free embedding.) Two restrictions apply to the embeddings. The first constraint results from the fact that a bare internal line represents a hopping propagator v(x, y), with lattice sites x and y at which the two endpoint vertices of the line are placed at. A reasonable computation of the embedding number takes into account the particular form of v(x, y) from the very beginning. The second constraint is that bare lines of the same multiple-line have to be mapped on the same pair of sites.
For example, if v(x, y) is the nearest neighbour interaction (47), two vertices which have at least one line in common are to be placed at nearest neighbour lattice sites. On the other hand, a propagator v(x, y) of the form (48) implies a rather weak constraint in that x and y must be different, but otherwise can be freely placed over the lattice.
We remark that in case of a non-trivial internal symmetry (such as considered in section 7) the expressions of Eq.s (49)-(51) must be modified appropriately. In particular, the weight (51) of a multiple-line does no longer take such a simple form. Eq. (125) below is an example for the case of a hopping term originating in an SU(2) Higgs model.
Renormalization
Truncated correlation functions, susceptibilities and other moments are obtained as sums over multiple-line graphs that are connected. Their number rapidly grows with increasing order, that is with increasing number of bare internal lines. The procedure of "renormalization" means that the connected moments are represented in terms of reduced ones. The reduced moments are obtained by summation over multipleline graph classes which are more restricted than just by their property of being connected. Of course the number of graphs of such classes is smaller. Only the most restricted multiple-line graph classes must be constructed. The subsequent steps towards the moment computation are most conveniently done by operating analytically with the reduced moments. In particular, it is no longer necessary to generate all connected and the corresponding intermediate multiple-line graph classes.
A connected multiple-line graph Γ is called 1-particle irreducible (1PI) if it satisfies the following condition. Remove an arbitrary 1-line of Γ. There is at most one connected component left that has external lines attached. (This notion is the same as the one used in the context of Feynman graphs.) On the other hand, if in addition the remaining graph is still connected, then Γ is called 1-line irreducible (1LI). In many cases it is sufficient to use only the second notion. It is for instance sufficient that all vertices are constrained to have only an even number of lines attached, or more generally, if graphs and subgraphs with one external line are forbidden. For notational simplicity we assume in the following that this is the case and henceforth refer only to the notion 1LI
1 . The generalization to the case in which 1LI and 1PI graphs must be distinguished goes along the same lines as for LCEs, which was discussed in [16] .
By
(L) we denote the subset of multiple-line graphs Γ ∈ G E 1 ,E 2 (L) that are 1LI. 1LI-susceptibilities are defined as series in the hopping parameter similarly as in (49) by restricting the summation to 1LI graphs,
Susceptibilities are easily obtained in a closed form in terms of 1LI-susceptibilities χ 1LI . It can be shown that the χ 1LI s can be obtained by an appropriate Legendre transform. For instance
where v(k) is the Fourier transform of the hopping propagator v(x, y),
In LCEs the second important resummation comes from so called vertex renormalizations. This means partial resummation of graphs with specific properties such as having one external vertex only. These sums then are considered as "renormalized vertices" replacing the vertices of graphs with complementary properties. The procedure naturally leads to the notion of 1-vertex irreducibility (1VI) and renormalized moments.
In DLCE we follow this procedure. The very definition of 1VI has to be modified slightly for multiple-line graphs because of the enhanced connectivity properties due 1 In ref. [4, 5] the term 1PI was used instead.
to multiple-lines. In addition, as a natural generalization, we supplement vertex renormalization by multiple-line renormalization.
A multiple-line graph Γ is called 1-vertex irreducible (1VI) if it satisfies the following condition. Decompose an arbitrary vertex v ∈ B Γ . Every connected component of the remaining graph has then at least one external line attached. It can be a φ-line or a U-line. We write
for the set of equivalence classes of graphs that are both 1LI and 1VI, with E 1 external φ-lines, E 2 external U-lines and L bare internal lines. The renormalized vertex moment graphs are 1LI graphs that have precisely one external vertex and no external multiple line,
A multiple-line graph Γ is called 1-multiple-line irreducible (1MLI) if it satisfies the following criterion. Decompose an arbitrary multiple-line m ∈ M Γ . Every remaining connected component has then at least one external line attached. It can be a φ-line or a U-line. We write
The renormalized multiple-line moment graphs are graphs that are 1LI and have precisely one external multiple-line, but no external vertex,
The equivalence classes of graphs that are both 1VI and 1MLI are denoted by
With the renormalized moment graphs as defined above, the 1LI-susceptibilities are now obtained in the form
The weights w(Γ) are given as a product of factors as described in the last subsection, with the following two exceptions.
• The vertex coupling constants v
•c n are replaced by the renormalized vertex moments v
• The multiple line coupling constants m 
In the series representations above, the w(Γ) are computed according to the rules of subsection 3.2.
Graph construction
In this section we describe a mechanism to generate the multiple-line graph classes
with L ≥ 1 internal lines. Similar as in LCEs the idea is to define appropriate classes of vacuum graphs (no external lines). The generation of the graphs of S, Q and R is then done by attaching external lines in various ways. By defining appropriate recursion relations, the order by order construction can then be restricted to the vacuum classes.
Fortunately we can profit from graphs that have been generated already in standard LCEs. This way we completely avoid a cumbersome recursive construction, but obtain the vacuum multiple-line graphs by operating on the LCE vacuum graphs of the same order.
The graphs of S, Q and R will be obtained through a sequence of simpler graph classes. At each step, any method of multiple-line graph construction should satisfy the following two conditions.
• It should be surjective or complete. At least one graph of every equivalence class should be generated.
• For every equivalence class precisely one representant should be kept. All generated graphs of a particular class of graphs should be mutually inequivalent. This requires a so called non-equivalence test for every newly generated graph. The graph should be kept if and only if it is not equivalent to a graph already generated. In general it must be compared with all multiple-line graphs that have been generated before. If this is necessary, the non-equivalence test is rather time consuming.
The algorithm we describe below circumvents an extensive comparison of multiple-line graphs . It is defined in such a way that two graphs can be equivalent only if they have their origin in the same graph of the prior graph class.
Essentially we proceed in the following steps. The starting point are the vacuum diagrams of P 2 (L) as computed in [5] . P 2 (L) is the set of (standard) LCE equivalence classes of connected, 1LI vacuum graphs with L lines. Operating on P 2 (L), we generate all mutually inequivalent multiple-line graphs with L lines that are connected, 1LI and have no external lines (neither φ-lines nor U-lines),
This is done in two steps. In a first step lines with the same endpoint vertices are arranged in all possible ways into multiple lines. We obtain a subset of MP 2 (L) which we denote by MP 2 (L). A multiple-line graph Γ ∈ MP 2 (L) belongs to MP 2 (L), Γ ∈ MP 2 (L), if and only if all bare lines of Γ that belong to the same multiple line have the same endpoint vertices. The second step is to relax the additional constraint on MP 2 (L). This is achieved by resolving the vertices. This means that every vertex is split into several ones, and that the bare lines that were attached to the original vertex before now are distributed over the new vertices in all possible ways. As a general constraint on the resolutions, the resulting multiple-line graphs should be 1LI in order to stay in MP 2 (L). We impose an additional constraint on the resolutions, allowing only for so-called admissible vertex resolutions. They are defined in such a way that two multiple-line graphs of MP 2 (L) can be equivalent only if they originate from the same graph of MP 2 (L). This considerably simplifies the non-equivalence test.
Once we have obtained MP 2 (L), the final multiple-line graph classes
and R k (L) are obtained by attaching external φ-lines and U-lines in the appropriate way to all graphs of MP 2 (L). The steps in the generation of the DLCE graph classes are shown schematically in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 : Modules in the generation of DLCE graph classes. The root of the inheritance tree are the LCE vacuum graphs of P 2 (L). By means of multiple-line construction ( MP 2 ) and vertex resolution (MP 2 ) the DLCE vacuum graphs of MP 2 (L) are obtained. Attaching external φ-lines and external U-lines in well defined ways yields the renormalized vertices (Q k (L)), the multiple-line moments (R k (L)), and the 1MLI and 1VI graphs (S E 1 ,E 2 (L)).
In the following we describe the multiple-line graph construction in detail. Below we use the following notation. For any finite set A let P(A) denote the set of partitions of A into mutually disjoint nonempty subsets of A. For every Π ∈ P(A) we have
Starting with the LCE vacuum graphs of P 2 (L), we first of all arrange internal lines into multiple lines. Consider an arbitrary graph Γ ∈ P 2 (L). Simultaneously for every pair of neighbouring vertices v, w ∈ B Γ choose a partition Π ∈ P(L v,w ), where L v,w is the set of common lines between the vertices v and w. Every l ∈ L v,w belongs to a unique P ∈ Π ∈ P(L v,w ). For every P ∈ Π we introduce a multiple line m(P ) such that all l ∈ P are precisely the bare internal lines that belong to m(P ). This procedure defines the incidence relation Ψ(l) for all l ∈ L Γ and, along with that, a multiple-line graph that belongs to MP 2 (L).
In Fig. 7 we give examples for this construction. In the first one, an LCE graph leads to 5 mutually inequivalent DLCE gaphs, in the second one to 3 DLCE graphs of MP 2 (L).
Proceeding this way for all partitions of lines for all pairs of neighboured vertices of Γ, and for all Γ ∈ P 2 (L), we obtain the class of multiple-line graphs MP 2 (L). The non-equivalence check for every newly generated multiple-line graph Γ can be drastically restricted. It is sufficient to compare Γ only with those multiple-line graphs that have been constructed before from the same graph Γ ∈ P 2 (L) as Γ results from. Other graphs of MP 2 (L) are inequivalent to Γ. 
MP 2 (L) → MP 2 (L)
The second step is to relax the constraint on MP 2 that bare lines which belong to the same multiple line must have the same endpoint vertices. This is achieved by vertex resolutions of all graphs of MP 2 (L). To efficiently reduce the non-equivalence check of new graphs we allow only for so-called admissible vertex resolutions.
Let Γ ∈ MP 2 (L), v ∈ B Γ any vertex of Γ and Π ∈ P(L v ) any partition of the set of lines L v entering v. We remove the vertex v and draw for every P ∈ Π a new vertex v(P ) so that all lines l ∈ P enter the vertex v(P ) rather than v before its removal. This procedure is called a vertex resolution of v. The resulting graph Γ must be 1LI in order to belong to MP 2 (L).
The vertex resolution of v is called admissible if in addition the (standard LCE) graph Γ is connected with Γ defined in the following way. For every l ∈ L v there is precisely one m ∈ M Γ with Ψ Γ (l) = m, and there is exactly one P ∈ Π with l ∈ P . Draw a vertex w(m) = w(Ψ Γ (l)) for every such multiple line, a vertex v(P ) for every P ∈ Π, and define a line l(l) with incidence relation
This defines a graph Γ = (B Γ , L Γ , E Γ = 0, Φ) with
A vertex resolution is called admissible if the graph Γ is connected. Roughly speaking this implies that no vertex drops off after vertex resolution. Fig. 8 shows two admissable and one non-admissible vertex resolutions (the auxiliary graphs Γ are not displayed). The class MP 2 (L) is now generated as follows. Consider an arbitrary graph Γ ∈ MP 2 (L). Simultaneously for all vertices v ∈ B Γ apply an admissible vertex resolution. We obtain a multiple-line graph Γ ∈ MP 2 (L). Doing this for all possible resolutions of all vertices and for all Γ ∈ MP 2 (L), we get the complete graph class MP 2 (L). Again, due to the restriction to admissible vertex resolutions, the nonequivalence check of a newly generated graph Γ ∈ MP 2 (L) can be restricted to graphs that have been generated from the same graph of MP 2 (L) as Γ was.
In Fig. 9 we show an example for the application of admissible vertex resolutions. Here one graph of MP 2 (L) leads to eight graphs of MP 2 (L), indicating the proliferation of DLCE graphs. Note that the starting graph was only one of five of 
MP
The final step is to construct the classes of multiple-line graphs S E 1 ,E 2 , Q k and R k out of the vacuum multiple-line graphs of MP 2 . This step is realized by attaching external φ-lines and external U-lines in different ways to every multiple-line graph Γ ∈ MP 2 (L).
R k (L) is obtained by attaching k external U-lines to just one multiple line m ∈ M Γ , for all multiple lines m and for all Γ.
Q k (L) is obtained by attaching k external φ-lines to just one vertex v ∈ B Γ , for all vertices v and for all Γ.
is obtained by attaching E 1 external φ-lines to the vertices of Γ and E 2 external U-lines to the multiple lines of Γ, for all Γ ∈ MP 2 (L). This is done under the constraint that the resulting multiple-line graphs have to be 1VI and 1MLI.
Again, the non-equivalence test of multiple-line graphs can be confined to pairs of graphs that have their origin in the same graph of MP 2 (L).
In Fig. 10 we illustrate the attachment of external lines to a vacuum DLCE graph of MP 2 (L). 
Applications to Spin Glasses and Neural Networks
In this section we indicate applications of DLCEs to spin glasses and partially annealed neural networks with "slow" interactions and "fast" spins [12] - [14] , [17] .
The SK model and the replica trick
For simplicity we consider the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model which is a spin glass model with infinite connectivity [12] . Following the notation of section 2, the fast spins are represented by the Φ-field Φ i , i = 1, . . . , N, taking values in {−1, +1}. N denotes the total number of spins. The slow interactions are mediated by the U-field U (i,j) , i < j = 1, . . . , N. The SK model is described by the partition function
with N some normalization that will be specified below. The effective Hamiltonian H of U is given by
where µ is a positive coupling constant. Z β (U) is the partition function of a spin system
at frozen spin-spin couplings U (i,j) and temperature β −1 , controlling the fast spin fluctuations. In (69) it has been assumed that the equilibrium distribution of the slow variables is a Boltzmann distribution governed by a second temperature β ′−1 . This assumption is justified, if the time evolution of the Us is determined by a dissipative Langevin equation (for the precise conditions see e.g. [18] ). Such a Langevin equation can be actually derived for the Us from an ansatz which is motivated by neural networks [12] - [14] .
One of the major quantities of interest is ln Z ′ β ′ . Let us first rewrite Z ′ β ′ in the form
where we have introduced J = βµ and n = β ′ /β. The normalization has been chosen such that [
The limiting case n = 0 with J kept fixed corresponds to a quenching of the Us in a spin glass, in this limit the U degrees of freedom decouple from the spin dynamics, while n = 1 corresponds to a pure annealing in the disordered system (see e.g. [13] ). Partial annealing then refers to a value of n with 0 < n < 1. In particular the limit n → 0 with fixed J and β amounts to the replica trick in spin glasses [18] . Assuming that averaging [[·]] and limes n → 0 commute, we have
The left hand side of (73) is calculated by means of the right hand side.
So far n has been a positive real number. For integer n = 1, 2, . . ., Z β (U) n is the partition function of an n-times replicated system. Let us first consider this case. We rewrite
with a = 1, . . . , n labelling the replicated spin variables, so that
Linear terms in Φ and U may be included according to
with constant external fields h and c. Apparently Z ′ nβ has the form of models to which DLCE applies, with a hopping term
a single link action
and a single site action
Application of DLCE to ln Z ′ β ′ and derived quantities yields their series expansions in β.
So far, merely for simplicity, we have considered the SK model which is a spin glass model with infinite and uniform connectivity, in which all spins are coupled with equal variance [[U 2 (i,j) ]] = 1/(JN). For integer n = 1, 2 . . ., this system becomes exactly solvable in the thermodynamic limit corresponding to the limit N → ∞, so that the leading order of a large-N expansion becomes exact, cf. e.g. [17] . In DLCE this amounts to a resummation of appropriate tree graphs.
In cases of finite or non-uniform connectivity it is no longer possible to obtain solutions in a closed form. Examples are multilayered neural networks with couplings between adjacent layers, and spin glasses with short range interactions. Models of this kind are suited for an application of DLCEs and will be studied in future work.
Finally we come to the limiting case of n = 0. Usually it is obtained by extrapolating the results obtained for n = 1, 2, . . .
n ]] for n = 1, 2, . . .. This is a rather subtle point because the extrapolation is not unique without further assumptions. In the next subsection we show how it is possible to completely avoid both the extrapolation and the replica trick and to directly compute the quantity of interest by means of dynamical linked cluster expansions. The task is to appropriately identify the classes of contributing graphs.
Avoiding the replica trick
First we adapt the notation to section 2 to include more general cases. Λ 0 denotes the support of the spins, that is the set of lattice sites, with V = |Λ 0 | denoting their total number. Λ 1 ⊆ Λ 1 are the pairs of sites whose spins interact. In accordance with (72), we write for the normalized link-average of a function f (U)
It is convenient to introduce the single link expectation values
and the generating function W 1 (I) by
The way in which the replica trick can be avoided is examplified for the free energy density W sp /V of the spin system averaged over the link couplings. The partition function of the spin system for a given distribution of the link interactions U(x, y) is given by
where W sp (0) = 0 and
Without loss of generality we identify the support of the interaction v(x, y) = v(y, x) with the set Λ 1 of lattice sites where DU is supported,
For simplicity we assume v(x, y) to be of the form (46), so that K is a measure of the strength of the interactions v(x, y).
The free energy density of the spin system allows for a series expansion in the standard LCE sense, with the link field U(l) playing the role of a "background field",
Here G sp E (L) (with E = 0) denotes the set of equivalence classes of connected LCE graphs with E external lines and L internal lines. The spin-weights w sp (Γ, U) are of the form
The sum is taken over all non-vanishing lattice embeddings of the graph Γ. It runs over all maps of internal lines of the graph Γ to pairs of lattice sites of Λ 1 that are consistent with the graph topology in the sense discussed in section 3. For every l ∈ Λ 1 , m(l) denotes the number of lines of Γ that are mapped onto the link l by the embedding. All other factors that contribute to the weight are collected in the prefactor R sp (Γ), including the inverse topological symmetry number of Γ.
Next we want to express [[W sp (U)]] as a series in K by means of DLCE. Toward this end we set f (U) = W sp (U) and insert the series (87) with (88) into (80). At this stage we are not concerned with question of (uniform or dominated) convergence and obtain
The next step is to express the full single link expectation values in terms of the connected ones. They are related by
where P(m) denotes the set of all partitions of m = {1, . . . , m} into non-empty, mutually disjoint subsets of m. |P | is the number of elements of the set P . The relation (90) is equivalent to the partition of all lines of Γ that are mapped to the same lattice link into multiple lines, with every multiple line contributing a factor
Using (90), (91) we rewrite (89) as
(92) The last summation in (92) is over all maps L Γ → Λ 1 of the lines of Γ to the lattice links of Λ 1 subject to the constraint that all lines that belong to the same multiple-line corresponding to some P ∈ Π are mapped onto the same lattice link. 
(93) The last bracket of (93) is the lattice embedding factor of the multiple-line graph ∆. The second bracket from the right does not depend on the choice of Π(∆) and is the product of the multiple-line coupling constants as defined in section 3. Finally, n ∆ R sp (Γ(∆)) is precisely the remaining part of the weight of ∆ that was described in detail in section 3, endowed with the correct inverse topological symmetry number of the multiple-line graph ∆ (because of the factor n ∆ ).
In summary, we obtain the series expansion of the link-averaged free energy density in terms of DLCE graphs,
The weight w(∆) of a multiple-line graph ∆ is defined and computed according to the rules given in section 3. Eq. (94) is the series representation of the link-averaged free energy density of the spin system, i.e. the free energy density of the n = 0 replica system, in terms of DLCE graphs. It looks much like the series representation of the 1-replica system, which is given by
according to the discussion of section 2. We recall that G 0,0 (L) is the set of DLCE vacuum graphs with L bare lines that are connected in the generalized DLCE sense. Comparing (94) and (95), the transition from n = 1 to n = 0 replicas is achieved by keeping only the subset G 0,0 (L) ⊆ G 0,0 (L) of multiple-line graphs that are connected in the original (LCE) sense. We expect that the series (94) are convergent for a large class of interactions S 1 (U) and v(x, y) if the coupling constant K is sufficiently small. For special interactions most of the multiple-line graphs yield vanishing contributions so that we can further restrict the sum to a subset of G 0,0 (L). An example is given by the mean field type of interaction of the SK model where all pairs of sites are coupled with the same strength. That is, in the notation of this subsection,
is the set of all pairs of sites,
In the thermodynamic limit V → ∞ only those multiple-line graphs survive that consist exclusively of 2-lines, and that do not contain any loop of 2-lines. The resulting tree structure provides the possibility of summing the series (94) and of analytically continuing the result to the spin glass phase of large coupling K. Work in this direction is in progress.
Applications to the SU(2) Higgs model
In this section we discuss applications of DLCEs to study the Higgs transition within a variational estimate for the gauged SU(2) Higgs model. The estimate serves as an effective description of the electroweak standard model. We consider a 4-dimensional hypercubic finite temperature lattice Λ 0 of size L 0 × V 3 , with L 0 = T −1 the inverse temperature in lattice units and V 3 the spatial volume. The lattice links are the set of nearest neighbour lattice sites, given by
The gauge field U(x; µ) is an SU(2) valued field living on the lattice links Λ 1 . It is convenient to parametrize such an SU(2) matrix by
with U ≃ (U 0 , U) ∈ S 3 . The Higgs field Φ lives on the lattice sites Λ 0 . Its values are real multiples of SU (2),
with φ ≃ (φ 0 (x), φ(x)) ∈ R 4 . We say that Φ is cU(2) valued. As a special case of Eq. (1) we consider the partition function
in which
with dµ H (U) the normalized Haar measure on SU(2), and
Finally,
+ξφ 0 (Φ(x)) , depending on variational parameters ζ link , ζ cube and ξ ∈ R, and on the hopping parameter κ. The first two terms are non-gauge invariant substitutes for the Wilson plaquette term of the gauge part of the SU(2) Higgs model, cf. Eq. (106) below. We distinguish timelike from spacelike directions. Timelike links are denoted as (x; 0) and spacelike as (x; µ), µ = 1, 2, 3. The third term is a hopping term coupling Φ and U fields only in spatial directions. The last term depends on the third variational parameter ξ associated with the Higgs field Φ, while the remaining ultralocal action for Φ has been absorbed in the measure.
In the next subsection we first indicate how we arrive at the action (104) within a variational estimate for the free energy of the SU(2) Higgs model. We derive equations for the optimal choice of variational parameters and an equation -based on stability arguments-to determine the critical hopping parameter κ crit at which the Higgs phase transition sets in. These equations will depend on expectation values of n-point correlations that are most suitably evaluated with a DLCE in three dimensions.
The generic graphical expansion exposed in sections 3-5 now has to be adapted to account for the internal symmetry. This is somewhat involved so that we restrict our discussion to some remarks in section 7.2, but postpone any details to a forthcoming paper [19] . In section 7.3 we present some results for the critical line in comparision with other variational estimates and Monte Carlo simulations. To fix the notation we introduce the action of the SU(2) Higgs model as
The Higgs self-interaction has been absorbed in the measure DΦ of Eq. (102), S hop is the hopping parameter term in 4 dimensions. S W is the SU(2) gauge invariant Wilson action
(106) with gauge coupling β ≡ 4/g 2 and U ∈ SU(2) as in (104).
A plaquette term involves a 4-link interaction. In contrast to the hopping parameter term it does not allow for a direct treatment with DLCEs. Therefore we replace Z, the full partition function of the SU(2) Higgs model, by a partition function Z V E that is related to Z by an inequality of the form
Eq. (107) follows from the convexity of the exponential function and holds independently of the specific choice of Z and Z V E , if the measure is positive definite and normalized. V is the 4-dimensional volume, f denotes the true physical free energy density defined via Z, f the trial free energy density defined via the second equality in (107). S refers to the original action in Z, in our case it is the SU(2) Higgs action, and S V E to an ansatz for the action in Z V E depending on a generic set of variational parameters ζ. These parameters should be optimized so that the difference of the trial and the physical free energy density f (ζ) − f ≥ 0 becomes minimal for ζ = ζ at which f takes its minimum.
The most naive ansatz for S V E is a mean field ansatz in the spirit of a molecular field approximation, leading to a factorization of Z V E0 according to
The partition function depends on two variational parameters ζ and ξ and factorizes in a product over single link (Z link ) and single site (Z site ) partition functions, V 3 denotes the three-dimensional volume. In this ansatz there is no space for implementing an asymmetry between temporal and spatial directions. Thus the results will be temperature independent by construction. One can think of a variety of improvements of the molecular field ansatz, arguments against or in favour of the various versions will be given in [19] . Here we only consider the ansatz which is most plausible from a physical point of view and leads to the best agreement with Monte Carlo results for comparable sets of parameters. The ansatz treats the spacelike degrees of freedom of the hopping term in 3 dimensions beyond the mean field level (that is with DLCE), but the timelike degrees of freedom within a mean field approach, so that the partition function factorizes over the spacelike hyperplanes. The reason is that the spatial hopping term is supposed to contain the nonperturbative properties of the full model that drive the Higgs phase transition. While a mean field approach for all variables will be too rough to produce high quality results for κ crit , it appears more reasonable for timelike variables, although a finite temperature effect on the Higgs transition gets lost this way. (We should remark that from results in a scalar Φ 4 theory in four dimensions the finite temperature effect on κ crit is expected to be anyway quite small [4, 6] .)
Now it is easily checked that the choice of S V E1 in Eq. (104) leads to a factorization of Z V E1 according to
The partition function Z cube of the spacelike degrees of freedom reads 
while Z link is an ultralocal one-link integral 
Here we have used the shorthand notation
0 . In (116) we have used the lattice symmetries. Eq.s (114), (115) should be solved for ζ link , ζ cube , and ξ as series in κ. The stability condition for the symmetric minimum at ξ = 0 is given as 3β
x ∈ Λ
0 . For an equality sign, (117) determines κ crit order by order in the expansion.
Note the two type of expectation values < · > link , < · > cube entering Eq.s (114), (115), (117). While the single link expectation values < · > link can be evaluated exactly, the < · > cube s must be approximated. The derivatives of W 1,2 cube w.r.t. ζ cube or twice w.r.t. ξ induce up to 5-point functions in U and 6-point functions in four Us and two Φs. Because of the bad signal/noise ratio Monte Carlo calculations of such connected correlations would not be feasible. Therefore this is the place, where we use a DLCE to evaluate expectation values of the type < U · · · UΦ · · · Φ > cube (all internal and configuration space indices suppressed) order by order in κ. Clearly, also in this scheme the price is high. For example, the number of connected DLCE graphs contributing to order κ 4 to a 4-point function of 2 Us and 2 Φs is about 100. Not all correlations in (114),(115),(117) appear in the form of susceptibilities. In a product of 4 Us, for instance, the configuration space indices are fixed to the boundary of a plaquette. Such features must be noticed for calculating the graphical weights.
These remarks may indicate the complexity of the actual evaluation of Eq.s (114), (115), (117). Here we omit any further details on the list of contributing graphs and postpone them to [19] . Before we quote some results, we comment on further subtleties, when DLCEs are adapted to internal symmetries of the hopping term.
DLCEs for internal symmetries
In this section we focus on the (gauge) group SU(2), since we are interested in applications to the electroweak phase transition, but it should be obvious, how one could proceed along the same lines for a group SU(N) with N > 2. In the development of the multiple-line graph theory in sections 3-5 we had assumed that φ ∈ R, U ∈ R to simplify the notation. In Eqs. (98) and (99) we had Φ ∈ cU(2), U ∈ SU(2). Let us write the hopping part of the action in the symmetrized form
with hopping parameter
Using the parametrizations (98) and (99) we have
Note that in the parametrization in terms of (φ 0 , φ)s and (U 0 , U )s the S • part of the action is O(4) invariant, but S V E1 is only O(3) invariant for ζ = 0 or ξ = 0. Thus we have to distinguish between singlet (0) and triplet (s = 1, 2, 3) indices in internal space.
Recall the generating equations (6) of the graphical expansion of a DLCE in which < Φ(x)U(x, y)Φ(y) > had been expressed in terms of connected n-point functions, n = 1, 2, 3. Using the O(3) symmetry it follows from Eq. (122) that each derivative ∂/∂I(x, y) now has to be replaced by the differential operator
Latin indices run from 0 to 3, Greek indices from 1 to 3. Furthermore we have introduced the totally antisymmetric ǫ-symbol which is zero if any of the three indices is zero and ǫ 123 = 1. This implies for instance for the one nonvanishing term at v = 0 in Eq. (6) a substitution according to
According to the graphical rules an n-line was generated by n iterated derivatives w.r.t. I j , j ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3, evaluated at v = 0. These derivatives now have to be replaced by a multiple application of L yielding an n-line
where the 1-link generating function W 1 (I) is defined by
, but otherwise we get a complicated mixing of singlet and triplet terms.
To evaluate products of Ls systematically, it is again quite convenient to manipulate graphical rather than analytic expressions. We represent one application of L ab on W 1 as shown in Fig. (11) . Multiple applications of L ab require an iteration of Fig. (11) .
Twiddle lines are bare φ-lines with a singlet index a = 0, crossed lines are bare φ-lines with a triplet index a = 1, 2, 3. The arrow in the last term stands for the ǫ abγ symbol in L ab , its orientation reflects the order of indices abγ. This way one achieves a further graphical "decomposition" of an n-line into terms merely consisting of bare lines, from which the internal symmetry factors can be easily read off. For example a 2-line is further decomposed into 11 terms, a 3-line into 29 and a 4-line into 142. This may indicate that the number of decomposed contributions rapidly increases with the number n of bare lines collected to an n-line. In our actual calculations up to order κ 4 the maximal number of internal lines was 4 and the highest multiple line was a 6-line with 4 internal and 2 external U-lines. Some of the results will be reported in the next section.
Some results
In Table 1 we compare results for κ crit obtained for 2 values ofβ and λ and various lattice volumes within three methods. The first line refers to a naive molecular field approximation with a partition function Z V E0 factorizing according to Eq. (108). Because of the complete factorization in space and time directions the ansatz keeps only a trivial volume dependence and is temperature independent by construction.
The second line refers to Monte Carlo simulations of the SU(2) Higgs model in four dimensions [15] for two lattice extensions L 0 = 2 and 3.
The third line shows results of the DLCEs with the variational ansatz (VE1) presented in section 7.2. Again this ansatz is independent of L 0 by construction, so that we get an identical result for L 0 = ∞. The values for κ crit have been obtained by a linear regression in 1/R 2 , R denoting the order in κ of the DLCE. For the regression we used the coefficients of κ 1 , κ 2 , κ 3 and κ 4 . The value of κ crit at order κ 4 was given by 0.1284 for λ = 5 · 10 −4 and β = 8.0. Although the fourth order seems to be low for a series expansion, the agreement with the Monte Carlo results is not too surprising, if we remind the complexity of the expansion, which is manifest in the number of graphs contributing at fourth order to the various expectation values.
Furthermore, for otherwise fixed parameters, we see a decrease of κ crit between the Monte Carlo and the DLCE results for increasing L 0 . This is in qualitative agreement with the expectation. [15] , the mean field and DLCE results, extrapolated to infinite order, from this paper. (The error in the DLCE results refers to the extrapolation of κ crit .)
In Table 2 we compare results for κ crit , to order κ 4 (first column) and extrapolated to infinite order (with the same regression as explained above) (second column) for DLCEs with different variational estimates. The couplings are fixed, and L 0 = 4. VE1 refers to the first variational ansatz, also exposed in Table 1 . The ansätze for the variational estimates VE2 and VE3 will be explained in detail in [19] . Here The partition function Z V E2 factorizes acording to Z V E2 (ζ (0,string) , ζ (s,link) , ξ) = Z (0,string) (ζ (0,string) , ξ)
i.e., a product of a partition function Z (0,string) that couples fields with hopping parameter terms along a string in time direction, and Z (s,link) , a partition function for a single spatial link. While expectation values w.r.t. Z (s,link) can be evaluated exactly (within the numerical accuracy), expectation values w.r.t. Z (0,string) are preferably evaluated with DLCE. This way they do depend on L 0 , in principle they are sensitive to detect a temperature effect on κ crit . So far the couplings along a string are only kept in time direction, while the spacelike directions are incorporated on a mean field level in Z (s,link) . The third variational ansatz VE3 therefore is chosen as a symmetrized version of VE2 in that the string now can extend in any of the 4 directions. Again we treat space-and timelike degrees of freedom differently, because we are interested in systems at finite temperature with temperature dependent coupling κ crit . The number of variational parameters is larger, each of it depending on two indices telling us whether the parameter belongs to a single link action or to a string, and whether the string extends in temporal or spacelike directions.
For both versions VE2 and VE3 the actual L 0 dependence (L 0 = 4, ∞) lies outside the systematic error, if we expand the series to order κ 4 . For L 0 = 4 the fourth order is the minimal order in κ at which a finite temperature effect is visible in principle. (For the graphs it should be possible to wind at least once around the torus in 0-direction.) At O(κ 4 ) the part of graphs for which the lattice embedding is sensitive to L 0 is about 1% of the total number of graphs. Such a small "signal/noise" ratio produces an effect in the 7th or 8th digit, outside the error of the O(10 −4 ) because of the truncation of the DLCE series. By increasing the order of the expansion, finite-temperature effects will become more pronouced. For higher orders an algorithmic implementation of the proliferating graphs becomes unavoidable.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we have introduced a new expansion scheme for 3-point interactions or, more precisely, for point-link-point interactions. This scheme generalizes linked cluster expansions for 2-point interactions by including hopping parameter terms endowed with their own dynamics. In chapters 3-5 we have developed a multipleline graph theory with an additional new type of multiple-line connectivity. We have introduced appropriate equivalence classes of graphs and discussed the issue of renormalization. The main building blocks for an algorithmic generation of graphs have been constructed. Because of the fast proliferation of graphs already at low orders in the expansion, a computer aided implementation becomes unavoidable, if one is interested in higher orders of the expansion than we have computed so far.
In chapter 6 we have indicated promising applications to spin glass systems. In particular we have identified the DLCE graphs contributing to the link-average [[ln Z β (U)]] of the spin free energy ln Z β (U). In the past such quantities often were only accessible by means of the replica trick.
In section 7 we have outlined encouraging results for the transition line of the electroweak phase transition within the SU(2)-Higgs model. The results have been obtained by DLCEs applied to gap equations that follow from variational estimates of the free energy. They are in good agreement with corresponding high precision Monte Carlo results. As we have seen, the main complications of DLCEs for SU(N) Higgs systems come from the internal symmetry structure of the hopping term. In a forthcoming paper we will demonstrate how one has to refine the graphical representation to calculate internal symmetry factors merely within a graphical expansion.
In conclusion, DLCEs are involved, but practicable, at least with computer aided generation of graphs. They provide an analytical tool to study systems in situations in which it has been impossible so far.
